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The equation Lu =f(x. u) on B X (0, co), B bounded, smooth domain in IR” with 
nonlinear boundary conditions au/~% = g(x, u) on aB x (0, 03) is studied, L being 
the uniformly parabolic operator with time independent coefficients. Under suitable 
conditions on the nonlinearities (that do not involve monotonicity) global existence, 
uniqueness, compactness of the orbits and certain regularizing effects of the 
semigroup are established. In the case that L is in divergence form it is shown that 
under generic conditions orbits tend, as t + +w, to some equilibrium andthat he 
stable equilibria attract essentially (Baire category) the whole space L2(B). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of study in this paper is the initial boundary value problem 
Lu=f(x,u) on Bx(0, co), B bounded set in R”, 
au 
T&J =‘!a u> on dBx(O,cr,)$BE ClfA,O <A < 1, 
4-G 0) = v(x) on B, 
where L is the uniformly parabolic operator with time-independent Holder 
continuous coefficients a d a/& is the inward conormal derivative. The 
purpose of this paper is twofold: 
(i) To provide the first ep for an Lp (p > 1) regularity theory. 
(ii) To investigate the asymptotic behavior fthe solutions i  the case 
where L is in divergence form. 
* This research was supported inpart by the National Science Foundation under Grant 
NSF-MCS 1607247. 
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It should bementioned that he above quation has been studied in various 
degrees of generality [ 1,7, 16, 18, 19,281 either under monotonicity 
hypotheses on the nonlinearities or for smooth initial d ta. Ineither case the 
maximum principle is applicable and furnishes mo t of the desired a priori 
bounds. Inour considerations we do not assume any monotonicity. Instead 
we assume linear g owth off, gwith respect to he second argument and the 
dissipative hypotheses f(x, z)z > 0, g(x, z)z > 0 for zsufficiently large. Our 
initial conditions arechosen in Lp (p > I), asetting that creates technical 
complications but that also is natural inview of the existing theory of 
similinear p abolic equations [ 15, 18,261. A word on the above 
assumptions might be helpful. First the linear g owth should not be taken as 
restrictive since posing the problem on L” necessitates that he Nemytski 
maps u +f(x, U) and u + g(x, U) make sense (hence are bounded operators 
by [22]) from L”(B) to Lp(B) and from Lp(B) to Lp(iB), respectively. By a 
well known theorem of Krasnoselski thenf and g have to be of linear 
growth. The next and final step that is not carried out here and which will 
complete the Lp regularity theory isto choose initial d ta in X”, X = L”, and 
impose conditions on f and g so that he maps u -f( . , u), u+ g( . , u) are 
bounded from X” to Lp(B) and from the trace space corresponding to X” to 
Lp(i3B), respectively. As Q increases therestrictions on f, g will become 
weaker. The dissipative hypothesis is also reasonable in view of the 
asymptotic behavior analysis in which boundedness of the solutions forall 
time is essential. Our treatment i  part is close to that of Ball and Peletier 
[ 161, where a one-dimensional version fthe above problem is analyzed 
though in adifferent s t ing. There the problem ofAronson and Peletier [ 111 
is abstracted and the stabilization problem issettled. Roughly our results can
be described as follows. First weestablish existence forC?(B) initial d ta by 
very classical methods (Pogorzselski [8], Friedman [ 191). Next we establish 
the regularizing effects 
where kdepends onthe time interval [0,T] and (in the second estimate) on 
,u, which in turn can be chosen arbitrarily from(1/2p, 1). These (sharp) 
estimates play crucial role in establishing (by density) that he equation 
generates continuous semigroups on L” (p > 1) with smoothing effects 
analogous to the parabolic equation with omogeneous boundary conditions. 
For example, the semigroup furnishes a classical solution f r t> 0 and all 
the orbits are relatively compact in the Wlq4 for any q. In the derivation of 
these estimates w  make use of the following tools. 
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(a) A Gronwall inequality forweakly singular kernels [ 151. 
(b) Potential theoretic results for operators with weakly singular 
kernels. 
(c) The Calderon-Zygmund Lp theory for singular integral operators 
l-251. 
After establishing that the equation generates continuous semigroups on
LP(B) and Wl,P(B) we turn to the asymptotic behavior problem. For 
convenience we choose p = 2 here and we assume that L is in divergence 
from, this last hypothesis being quite ssential. Our results can be described 
roughly as follows. We show that for almost all f, g there are finitely many 
generic equilibria and each solution approaches one of them as t + co. In the 
generic case the union of the domains of attraction associated o the stable 
equilibria is almost all of L*(B). The ideas on the density ofthe domain of 
attraction of the stable equilibria aredue to Henry [6] who considered the 
case of the above equation with homogeneous boundary conditions. His
arguments are easily extendable to the present case. The techniques here 
involve invariant manifolds around an equilibrium [ 15, 231 and Baire’s 
category theorem. The stabilization part, as in Ball and Peletier [ 161, is an 
application of the Invariance Principle [ 13, 14, 17, 241. Here the previously 
developed regularity theory plays an important role. Finally it should be 
mentioned that he spirit ofthe present work has been greatly influenced by 
Chaffee and Infante [12]. 
2. THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
We consider the equation 
Lu(x, t) = j-(x, u(x, t>> on BX(O,a), P-1) 
-& (x, 0 = d-G 4x3 0) on tM?x(O,co), (2.2) 
4x, 0) = v(x) 
where L is defined by
on B c R”, (2.3) 
a2u n 
LU s + C!ij(X)- 
i,Fl 
axr axj + ig, bi(x> $ + dxh - g* (2.4) 
I 
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The coefficients are assumed Holder continuous n B with exponent a,and 
the matrix (a,(x)) is symmetric uniformly positive definite on B, that is, 
By a/&(x,) wewill understand theinward conormal derivative at the point 
x0 E aB (see [191 for definition). B is open bounded and %, if not stated 
otherwise, is assumed Cl+*. 
2-I. Existence for C?(B) Data 
We begin with a lemma that provides convenient a priori bounds. We
introduce first the hypothesis 
(H,) f: B x R -+ R continuous; aflL$ bounded; 
(Z¶ Y> --) fk Y> 
g: B x R -+ R continuous 
(z, Y> -+ dZ> Y) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ye, IC/ be C2-smooth oni? and such that 
3!(x) + q7 hi(x) ax. + c(x) y(x) 
i51 I 
-.m y+>) 2 0 on B, 
$$) - g@9 v(s)) > 0 on B, 
(3) v(x) < w(x) on l7. 
Then if u(x, t; v) denotes a olution of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and provided that 
(H,) is satisfied we have 
0) u(x, cv/l > u(x, t; y), 
(ii) t- 24(x, t; u) is increasing. 
This lemma is a maximum principle variant. A one-dimensional version f
this for the case of the heat equation is due to Aronson [lo]. The proof there 
is readily extendable to our case and thus it is omitted. An analogous 
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statement holds with y replaced by 13 and the inequalities reversed. The
immediate estimate on obtains i
y(x) <4-G c w) < G(x). (2.6) 
We introduce thhypothesis 
0-h) fk Y)Y > 0, gk Y)Y > 0 for lyl>M>O,c(x)<O. 
It can be easily checked that if , g satisfy (H,), (H,) then given v(x) in the 
above lemma one can always choose as y! and @ two constant functions, so 
that he statements (l), (2), (3) and their counterparts e satisfied. 
Consider the quation 
Lu(x, t) =f(x, 4-G 0) on B x (0, T], (2.7) 
a@, 2) ~ = gk 4x, 4) Nx> on 3B x (0, T] (3B E Cl++‘), (2.8) 
with initial condition 
4x, 0) = w(x) EC:(B) on BclR” (2.9) 
(C?(B) = C” functions with compact support inB). We introduce th
following hypothesis : 
(HJ f is Holder continuous in the first argument uniformly with 
respect to the second; ag/ay exists and is bounded on bounded 
sets. 
We can state 
THEOREM 2.2. Provided that (H,), (H,), (HJ are satisfied, thengiven 
arbitrary T > 0 there xists a classical so ution to(2.7)-(2.9) which we 
denote by u(x, t; w) (u continuous on B x [0, T]; B/at, a’/ax, ax, continuous 
on B x (0, T]). 
ProoJ: Consider the quation 
Lu(x, t) =f(x, WC% t>) on B x (0, T], (2.10) 
a+, 0~ = g(s, w(s, 0)am on aB x (0, T], 
u(x, 0) = v(x) on BclR”, (2.12) 
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where w is chosen Holder continuous with exponent 19, hat is, 
I w(x,, t*> - 4x2, f*)l <A(lx, -x2T + If, - tp). 
Define T to be the map that akes w to the corresponding solution u of 
(2.1Ok(2.12). 
Let S = B x [0, T]. The objective s toshow that T is extendable into a
continuous andbounded map from C(n) into C”(a), where 6is arbitrary in 
(0, 1). Then exploiting he apriori estimate provided by Lemma 2.1 and the 
compactness of T as a map from C(Q) into itself we obtain a fixed point via 
Schauder’s theorem. The unique solution of (2.10)-(2.i2) is given by (see 
[ 19, p. 1441) 
I’@, t, t, 7) q@, 7; w) dS, d7 
’ 
-il T(x, t; 6 7)fK ~(6 7)) dt dr, 0 8 
where T(x, t; <, 7) is the fundamental so ution associated to L and 
&G t; w> =2wx, t) +2j-ii,, g M”(X, t; <, 7) 
X F”‘(c$, 7) dS, dz, 
M(x, t; (-, 7) = 2 
am t; r, 7) 
&(x) ’ 
M,=M, 
~“+,(x,~;r~o= t 
II 
M,(x, t; Y, a) M,(Y, a; t, 7) dS, do. 
0 tJB 
Firstly, we establish the stimate 
IW,s<K, Iwl,+K,, 0<6<1, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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where 1 . jC denotes the supremum norm on a and / . ICs the Holder norm on 
a, that is, 
I Nx, f> - u(.f, )( 
14y;rs;p lx-qs+ It-q”2 * 
Kts are positive constants independent of W. Note that without loss of 
generality we may assume that ag/ay is bounded. This is immediate from 
Lemma 2.1. It suffices to establish (2.18) for the case vE 0. Let 
(2.19) 
Then by results ofPogorzselski [8]
I %3* < K(~*) ypIK 5; W)lT 
Using the known estimates [ 191 
0 < 6’* < 1, arbitrary. (2.20) 
a&, t; 6s r) K 1 
Wx) G (t-7)’ Ix-q-W 
K 
F M,(x,t;&s) <- 
1 
LZ, (t-r)@ Ix-<l”-2fl’ 
we obtain from (2.14) the inequality 
l4I,GK, I4c+fG. 
Hence, substituting in (2.20) weobtain 
I u1,e.G K, 1~1, + K,. 
Treating the term 
(2.2 1) 
f<lu<l, 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
analogously, we derive the inequality 
l4,v<K, Iwl,+K,. (2.26) 
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Putting together (2.26) and (2.24) weobtain via (2.13) the stimate (2.18) 
that establishes boundedness of T as a map from adense set in C(0) into 
C’(d), 0 < 6 < 1. With the same method it can be shown that 
ITw, - Wcs<Klwl - wzlc. (2.27) 
Extending T by continuity on C(Q) and noting the compactness of the 
injection i: C*(D) + C(d) we obtain that T is continuous andcompact as a 
mapping from C(a) into itself. Using Lemma 2.1 we conclude that he 
behavior off and g outside a bounded set is irrelevant. By redefining these 
suitably we obtain that 
I Z-W Ic <K w arbitrary. (2.28) 
Schauder’s fixed point theorem then finishes theargument. That he obtained 
solution s actually c assical fol ows from [19, Theorem 2, p. 1441. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Define u(x, t) = u(x, t+ k; u/), k > 0. Then u(x, t) is a classical 
solution of (2.7), (2.8) with initial condition u(x, k; w). 
2-H. Regularizing Effects’-Construction of he Semigroup 
In this section we derive c rtain estimates which, apart from being of some 
interest in hemselves, play crucial roles in establishing that (2.1), (2.2) 
generates semigroups with certain smoothening action on Lp(Z?). For 
convenience we state explicitly various facts hat play important roles inthe 
estimation. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Gronwall inequality for weakly singular kernels [ 151). Zf 
O<u(t)<@-‘+b~~(t-s)4-1u(s)ds for O<t<T<+oo, with a>O, 
p > 0, a, b nonnegative, then there xists a constant A4= M(b, a, p, T) < 00 
such that u(t) < Mat”-’ for 0 < t < T, 
LEMMA 2.4(i) (Weakly singular integral operators [3]). 
Y = V(x), Y(S) =
5 
K(s, t) x(t) dt, sED’,tED, 
D 
where D’ and D are bounded sets in IR” and [R”, respectively. Let the 
following conditions be atisfied: 
(1) 
l/r 
1% t)l’dt < C,, r > 0 (a.e. inD’), 
’ See Evans [28] for the case f= 0, g monotone. 
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(2) (r I K(s, t)l” ds )lb <C,, u > 0 (ae. in D), 
D’ 
(3) q>P,q>u,(l -a/q)p’<r, (P94> I), 
where p’ is the conjugate of p. 
Then V is a continuous operator from Lp(D) into Lq(D’) with norm 
, VI <c; --cp. 
LEMMA 2.4(ii) (Singular integral operators [25]). Suppose that the 
kernel K(x) satisfies the conditions 
(4) 
(5) 
IW>l <B lxl-“3 
IVK(x)l< B’1x1-“-I, XE R”, 
i 
K(x) dx = 0 for every R,, R, 
RI< IxI<Rz 
with 0 < R 1 < R, < SOO. Then the operator 
W)(x) = II,. K(x .Y) f(u) dy 
is bounded from Lp(IR”) into itself (p> 1). 
Let I . Las3 1. lp,B denote the Lp(aB) and Lp(B) norms, respectively. 
Moreover, define 1 .lp = 1 . Ip,ae + 1. (p,B. 
We can now state 
THEOREM 2.5. Consider Eqs. (2.1), (2.2). Provided that he hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied an in addition agfay is bounded we have the 
estimates 
where v,, w2 E C?(B), u~ E (1/2p, 1)and arbitrary otherwise, K = K(T), a
constant, 0 < t < T. Also, if in addition /3> l/p, p= min{a, A}, 
(ii) 
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Remark. The estimates above should not be surprising, and apparently 
they cannot be improved. Infact, let A = -A and consider the equation 
(posed on Lp(B)) 
It is well known [ 151 that 
IA ne-Af lp,B < C, tma, O<t<T<+co, c*> 
C, a constant. Putting a=$ we obtain that (e-A’WIWl.p~CVZf~1’21Wlp,B, 
which confirms the sharpness off in estimate (ii). Recall that he injection 
i: W”‘.p -+ Lp(aB) is continuous for m > l/p [2]. Using once more (*) with 
a > 1/2p we reconfirm estimate (i). Before we present he proof of 
Theorem 2.5 we state some known’ estimates on the fundamental solution f
the parabolic equation, and sketch some of the basic ideas involved inthe 
proof. Recall that any classical solution u(x, t; w) of (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) 
satisfies the integral equation 
where r is the fundamental solution corresponding to the parabolic operator 
L. The following estimates are known : ([ 191) 
I I $< 
K 1 
(t _ 5)“’ lx _ (yn+ I--2u2--4 ’ 1 -$ </L* < 1, (2.31) 
2 In the course of the proof of part (ii) we derive an estimate ofthis type. 
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where /I = min{a, A}, a being the Holder continuity constant for the coef- 
ficients of L, and 1 the Holder continuity constant for the boundary 
(M E C’ tA). Recall formulas (2.1 S), (2.16) and (2.17). Theestimate 
m 
I I x MlJ ((t-Kr)Y’ Jx- &-/3 u=l 
(2.32) 
is valid. 
The proof of Theorem 2.5 is involved but the underlying dea can be 
explained easily. Theplan is as follows. Forderiving (i)we write (2.29) for 
two different ini ial conditions vi, wz and subtracting we obtain a equality 
involving u( +, t; vi) - u( . , t; I,MJ, The objective, next, is to take the 1 . IP 
norm of both sides and add the corresponding inequalities. On the right-hand 
side of the resulting inequality we pass the norms inside the f-integrals and 
using the estimates on the fundamental so ution given above we exploit the 
boundedness of the weakly singular integral operators that Lemma 2.4(i) 
gives. For example, a term to be estimated, he simplest of all but still the 
most important i  he sense that it will determine thestimate, is 
This is absolute value is less than 
by estimate (2.30). 
Taking the Lp(B) norm of this we obtain that 
Next, taking the Lp(%) norm of these same term we obtain 
r(. ,c t, O)[w, - w,] & where iu3 > 1/2P. 
P.LB 
This restriction on 1u3comes from the requirement of having 
(QPW) = jB ,x _ ,I,.-,, d0 dt 
as a bounded operator from Lp(B) into Lp(8B). It should be mentioned that 
Lemma 2.4(i) will be applied with D, D’ chosen from the pair {B, 8B}.3 
’ Choose r < n/n -&,, 0< n - I/n -2p3 in Lemma 2.4(i). 
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After systematically app ing Lemma 2.4(i) weobtain a Gronwall type of 
inequality and Lemma 2.3 will be applicable. It can be easily seen that he 
term which will determine thestimate is the first one in (2.29). Theothers 
consist of r-integrals and the singularities at  = 0 are, naturally, weaker. 
For the derivation of (ii) the far more delicate th orem ofCalderon a d 
Zygmund (Lemma 2.4(ii)) s needed. Here we write (2.29) for VI,, v/Z and 
differentiate u( . , ;w,) - u( . , t; wz) with respect to xi. As above the term 
that determines thestimate is 
It turns out that his operator is essentially the Riesz transform 
By appealing to Lemma 2.4(ii) then we estimate thnorm of this operator by 
W/\/s) Iw1 - v*lp,B~ Forestimating the rest of the terms we make use of (i) 
as well as of some estimates forX/ax, analogous to the stimate in (2.30). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5 
Part (i). It follows from (2.29) that 
(4x, Gw,) - qx, t; v/*)1 
G / j- T(x, c 6O)[wl(t) - wX>l dt / 
B 
where 
#(x, t;w) =2 2 ,( j M,(x, t;t, 5) J-(4, r; w>dS, dr +Wx, f; w>, “=, 0 ae (2.35) 
F(x, *;w) =I, aqx, t; r, 0) a,,(x> w(t) & 
’ -II 08 “;;;;f ‘) f((, u(<, r; I/I)) dc dz 
- g(x, 4x3 cw)>. (2.36) 
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M, is defined in (2.16), (2.17). By Lemma 2.4(i) and estimate (2.30) 
(2.37) 
P.B 
Also, taking into account the boundedness of &Jay, 
(2.38) 
The second term in (2.34) isthe most tedious toestimate. Note that by 
estimate (2.31) weobtain 
where 
1 -p/2 </I, < 1. (2.40) 
Using (2.39) itfollows easily, after collecting erms, that 
IF( ’> t; w,> -F( * 3 [; v/Z)lp,aB 
< + [‘1/l - v/Z Ip,B + K I u( ’ 3 *; WI) - u( ’ 3 t; wZ)(p,c?B 
* , r; w,) - u( * 9 *; w2h.B d” (2.4 1) 
Using (2.41) and estimate (2.32) itfollows from (2.35) that 
I4( ’ 3 f; wl> - $( ’ 2 f; &)lp,aB 
< + I ‘C/I - u/Z 12.8 + K 1 U( * 9 f; WI) - u( ’ 3 t; V’&VB 
+Klu(,, 5; WI> - u( * 3 ‘; b)ip,aB 
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(2.42) 
After taking the 1 . IP,B and I . Ip,aa ofboth sides of (2.34), adding and using 
the estimate obtained above we end up with the inequality 
c(t) < Etrw, +
s 
: 
1 
(t _ 5)uz ?(z) ck (2.43) 
where 
1 > p3 > l/Q-& E=KIv, -v&m 
zi(t) = I u( * ) t; y,) -u( * , t; y*)/p,as + 14 *9 c WI> -4 . 3 t; WdlP,B. 
Applying Lemma 2.3(i) we obtain 
f(t) < KM(T) &, t E (0, T]. (2.44) 
M(T) positive constant depending onT. 
As was mentioned above, the ,u~ comes from the Lp(8B) estimation of the 
first term in (2.34). Infact 
provided that ,u~ > 4. So part (i) is proved. 
Note. (i) Take ,uz < -1/2p and ,u~ (pz. Then if p > l/p the inequality 
(2.40) is satisfied for,uz sufficiently close to 1 - 1/2p. It follows then from 
(2.42) that 
(2.49, 
(ii) Another choice is to take ,u, < l/2 + 1/2p and ,L~ <,u~. If 
p > 1 - l/p then (2.40) is satisfied forpu, sufficiently close to l/2 + 1/2p and 
in that case we obtain 
(2.49, 
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Part (ii). Differentiating (2.29)weobtain 
-.I’-(& G> 5; wz))f dtdr . (2.46) 
The major burden of our work consists in estimating the second term in 
(2.46). We will show that 
for the case that L is the heat operator. The general case is very much in the 
same vein and it is omitted. In the heat operator case the fundamental 
solution s known explicitly and is given by 
1 
e, t; r, 0) = (2fi)” 
t-rJ2elx-rl~/4t 
9 
hence 
where cdenotes a constant not necessarily the same at each step. Itfollows 
from above that 
(2.48) 
for every ,u ,< (n + 1)/2. Bychoosing ,u = ) we obtain 
~(X,f;~,0)=~x~-‘~“X-51 Q ( ‘x;le/2), 
\/; 1x-d” (2.49) J 
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where Q(P) .= P(n+‘Mze-p. Thus the relevant kernel is 
Wl=+$i IX/* Q( 1 4t . 
It is essential of course that Q be bounded and the task now is to check the 
hypotheses inLemma 2.4(ii). First note that rivially / K(x)1 < C (xl-” and 
since K is odd again we obtain immediately that K satisfies property (5) of 
the lemma. Checking that /VKI f C /xl-“- needs ome differentiations nd 
it is entirely straightforward. By estricting and extending the functions over 
B and I?“, respectively, we can apply Lemma 2.4(ii) and obtain (2.47). Next 
consider the first term in (2.46). We will need the estimate (compare with 
(2.48)) 
that holds for p4 E (0, (n + 1)/2]. Taking this into account we have 
The last inequality wasobtained with the help of Lemma 2.4(i) and ,u4 needs 
to be chosen greater than 1 - 1/2p. Actually it can be chosen as close to 
1 - 1/2p as desired. 
Utilizing estimate (2.45) weobtain that he above can be majorized by
Choosing pu, +p3 < 2 - l/p we obtain that the first erm in (2.46) is 
dominated by W/\/I) IIV, - v2 Ip,,B. Finally weneed to estimate he last erm 
in (2.46). Taking into account the boundedness ofaf/ay and estimate (2.5 1) 
we obtain as above that his term can be estimated by(K/\/s) 1 v/, - ty2 Ip,B q 
Thus collecting terms we have 
Combining this with the result inpart (i) we obtain (ii). Q.E.D. 
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It follows from the stimates above that (2.7~(2.9) hasaunique solution 
for I/IE C?(B). Define the family ofmaps {S(t; .)}t>o by
qt; Y>(X) = 244 t; w), YE C,mP). 
Using the stimates in Theorem 2.5 we extend (by density) S(t, . ) on Lq(B) 
(q > 1). Note that s(t, e) is a bounded and continuous mapfrom L4(B) to 
Wl,q(B). Next recall the remark after Theorem 2.2: Given u(x, t; w) solution 
of (2.7)-(2.9) (w E C,“(B)) the function u(x, t) = u(x, tt t; y) (r > 0) is a 
classical solution of (2.7F(2.9) with initial d ta (not in CT(B) anymore) 
u(x, r; w). Let r+?(x) = u(x, r; v) and choose a sequence (IJ,,} c C?(B) 
convergent in Lq(B) to W. By repeating verbatim the arguments in
Theorem 2.5 for v(x, t), u(x, t; I,F,) we establish for these the stimates (i), (ii) 
in Theorem 2.5 which imply that 
as n + co. On the other hand by definition 
Hence 
4 . , t; W,) + w; W>( * ) in W’,q(B). 
S(t; y)(x) = u(x, t) = u(x, tt 5; y) = qt + r; y)(x). 
Recalling thedefinition of I,?(X) we obtain from the quality above that 
qt; S(r; y)) = S(t  r; Y>. 
This relationship i  true for wE C?(B) and by density for vE Lq(B). 
COROLLARY 2.6. For vi E Lq(B) we have the regularizing eflct 
where K is a constant that depends on T, N = [n/q] t 1 ([n/q] = integer part 
of n/s>. n = dimension, and v can be chosen arbitrarily in 
lo5 (Ml + 1) - n/q). 
Proof: We consider different cases. The idea is to bootstrap by using 
iteratively estimate (ii) nTheorem 2.5. 
(a) q > n. In this case the result isan immediate implication of 
estimate (ii) in Theorem 2.5. To see this recall the Sobolev imbedding 
W’Vp(B) 4 C”(B) for 0< v < 1 - n/p. 
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(b) q= n. 1n this case we will make use of the imbedding 
W+“(B) 4 Lp for every p< +a. Take t, = t/2. Then estimate (ii) in 
Theorem 2.5 gives 
I w, ; WI) - WI ; w*lw~,q G 3 I v/1 - W2lw 
1 
Similarly forE> 0 and arbitrary otherwise 
I w; WI> - S(C w2lwl.4+~ 
= 1 S(t, ; S(f, ; w,>> - S(t, ; w, ; W2))Iw.q+r 
and by the imbedding above and the first estimate 
(4 [n/q1 < n/q. Recall the imbedding W’*p(B) 4 L”p’(“-p)(B) 
(p < n). Choose t, = if/N, i= l,..., N, q1 = nq,/(n - (i- l)q,), i=L.,N, 
q1 = q. Then W1qqi(B) 4 Lq’+‘(B). 
As above we obtain 
\qt, ;w,) - WI ; W2)lw’.P1 < + I WI - WA7,B’ 
1 
Similarly 
I S(2, ; w,) - SW, ; V*Iw’.42 
= I S(t, ; WI ; w,)) - w, ; WI ; WJI 
- I w, ; WI) -w, ; w21q*d (by (ii) Theorem 2.5) 
(here w used the imbedding W’*” ‘Q Lq2). 
Hence repeating this process 
and the result isestablished by using the imbedding WLqqN(B) 4 C”(B). 
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(d) [n/q] = y - 1. Proceeding asabove we obtain 
Using the imbedding W 13q~m1(B) GLp(B) for every finite p we obtain 
(p = q,,- , + E, E > 0 and as small as desired): 
IS(t, + (N- l)t,; I//,)- S(t, + (N- l)t,; w2)]w’.4N~‘+~ 
= 1 S(f, ;S((N- 1) t, ;w,) - S(f, ;S((N - 1) f, ;V*))]wl’~NN-‘+~ 
+ 
- I S(W - 1) f, ;WA - S(W - 1) t, ;W*Iq._,+‘,B 
< C’+’ n;:; K, 
’ Cvm” 
I v/l - w2 l4,B 
(For deriving the last inequality we used the imbedding above and (*)). 
Q.E.D. 
It remains to be seen whether S(f; . ) defines a semigroup and in what 
sense the extended solution satisfies the equation. Summarizing some of the 
information above, 
S(t; . ): LP(B) + W’,P(B), S(t; . ): LP(B) + C”(B); 
the maps are bounded and continuous for f > 0 (p > 1, v E [0, 1)). The 
following theorem establishes more regularity properties. 
THEOREM 2.7 (Regularity, Smoothing). (a) Given v/E Lq(B) (q > 1) 
the function S(f; u/)(x) is a classical so ution of (2.7), (2.8) for f > 0 (u 
continuous on B X [0, T], au/at, a*U/aXiaX, continuous on B X (0, T]). 
(b) The orbit 0 = (r = s(z; V/)/T > f}, t > 0 is relatively compact in 
W13p and C”(B) (p > 1, vE [0, 1)). 
Remark. Recall that we have not yet shown that S( . ) is a continuous 
semigroup, the property left to be checked being the continuity a  f= 0. We 
will show in the next section that lim,, S(t; w) = v provided p > max{ l/p, 
1 - l/PI. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We start with part (b) assuming momentarily the 
validity of (a). Fix f > 0. Then U(X, t) = S(r; w)(x) (r > f) is the solution f
(2.7), (2.8) with data t least C(B). It follows then by Lemma 2.1 that u(x, 7) 
is uniformly bounded and in particular 0 is Lq(B) bounded for every q. 
Choose t* > 0 and fix it. By virtue of the established r gularity properties 
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S(t*; 0)is a bounded set in W1.q. By the compactness of the injection 
i: IV’,4 + Lq(B) it follows that S(t*; 0)is compact in L’(B). Finally b the 
continuity of S(t*; 0) from Lq(B) to IV’,’ and to C”(B) it follows that 
S(t*; S(t*; 0)) is relatively compact in Wlqq, C“(B). However, 
S(t*; S(t*; 0)) = {S(2t* + r; w)/t > t). Since t*, t arbitrary we obtain the 
desired conclusion. Next we come to part (a). Consider S(r; v)(x), r > t. 
Then p(x) = S(t; w) (x) E C”(B) by Corollary 2.6. Choose a sequence 
v,, E CF such that vn --&’ w. The u( . , 7; w,) satisfies (2.7) (2.8) with initial 
condition (r = t) I,?,,. (Clearly S(7; w,)( .) = u( e , t; u/J, r> t.) It follows 
from the definition (bydensity) of S and from Corollary 2.6that 
4 . 3 r; w,) jc” S(r; w)( . ) uniformly for 7: E [t, T], T > t. Consider the 
equation 
Lw = f(x, S(r; v)(x)) on B x (t, T), 
wr, z) 
Wl) = gK SC7 u/)(tl> on 8B x (t, T], 
W(& t) = I(x) on B, 
Since S(r; v)(x) is Holder in x and continuous in 7 and taking into account 
the smoothness offwe can quote Theorem 2 and its corollary in [ 19, p. 141 
and assert the existence of aclassical solution f r (*). By considering the 
integral formulation of (2.7), (2.8) (see (2.29)) for each u( . , r; w,,) and 
passing tothe limit we obtain that S(r; w) coincides with the asserted 
solution. We omit here the details and instead weremark that hey can be 
easily given if estimates (2.30)-(2.32) are taken into consideration. Q.E D. 
2-111. Continuity at t= 0 
Recall the definition of the dynamical system (nonlinear semigroup). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A one-parameter family of maps {S(t)},,, from a 
Banach space X into itself iscalled a dynamical system (nonlinear 
semigroup) if 
(i) S(t): X+X is continuous forevery t> 0. 
(ii) S(t) S(r) = S(t + r) 
(iii) t - S(t)x is continuoud as amap from [0, co) into X for every 
x E x. 
(iv) S(0) =I. 
We are interested in showing that he map S(t) defined by S(t)w = 
U(X, t; u/), where u(x, t; w) is the solution of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) satisfies th  
above conditions i  the case that X= LP(B) or X= W1*P(B). The property 
that needs proof is (iii) and more specifically the continuity at  = 0. 
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This property, in our case, is essentially  property ofthe linear part of the 
equation asthe contribution of the nonlinear part goes to zero as t tends to 
zero. For showing this we will make very essential useof the estimates 
derived inthe previous section. Let us consider firstly hecase of LP(B). Let 
w E L”(B). It is easy to see that in the case of the simpler quation 
(aij) constant matrix, 
the fundamental solution Z(x, t; 6 r) that can be written in the form 
Z,-,(x - <) behaves as an approximation t  the identity parameterized with 
time (in fact, parameterized with the square root of time). To see this, define 
C = (2 fi)-” [det(a’j)]“*, 
.fj = taij)- 1,
Z(x) = C exp 
[ 
- l/4 z Sxixj , 
ax>= ($2 ($ 
I 
Then j+ Z,(x) dx= 1, lim,,, .I,,,,,,, Z,(x)dx = 0 (see, for example, [27]). 
Thus the standard theorems are applicable. For the case of the above simple 
operator with constant coefficients we obtain from the general representation 
of the solution (for t> 0) 
(2.53) 
that he first integral,  convolution, tends to v/ in the L”(B) sense. Moreover, 
it will be shown, utilizing theestimates derived inthe previous section, that 
the contributions of the last wo integrals in (2.53) go to zero as t + 0. 
The general case, where r is the fundamental solution fthe parabolic 
operator, can be treated bypartitioning the domain B, locally freezing the 
coefficients, a d then applying the above observation n each piece. Here we 
assume that the coefficients aij(x) are C’(g). The WiYp(B) case is more 
complicated. It should not be expected here that he first integral in (2.53) 
tends to I,Y in the W’*P(B) sense as t + 0 and that he contributions of the last 
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two terms go to zero as t -+ 0. This would be the case if B = R” but, in 
general, we will obtain a boundary contribution, thisbeing true ven in the 
simplest ofthe cases, namely, when L is a one-dimensional he toperator 
with constant coeffkients. We will show that again the nonlinear 
contribution goes to zero as t + 0. 
First, a result that settles the Lp(B) case: 
LEMMA 2.8. Under the hypotheses ofTheorem 2.5, and provided that 
aii( .), bi( .) are C’(B) and 3B E CltA, I > 1 - l/p the last wo terms in 
(2.53) go to zero in Lp(B) as t-, 0. 
Proof. The estimates on the fundamental solution stated before the proof 
of Theorem 2.5 will be used freely. Choose a smooth initial condition p(x) 
such that max,-lu( . ,t; p)j < constant for 0 < t < T. Consider the last 
integral in (2.53). Note that 
(2.54) 
K,, K, constants; p, is less than 1 and arbitrary otherwise. 
The last erm in (2.54) goes to zero uniformly in x since all the 
singularities are integrable. Observe that 
(constant) 1 w - p (p,B (2.55) 
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by Theorem 2.3(i). Since p, can be chosen sufficiently small the last erm in 
(2.53) goes to zero as t -+ 0. Next, let us consider the second integral in 
(2.53). 
d 
II 
Irk t; 6 r>l I $(L t; w) - TN 7; P)I ds, dT 
0 aB 
’ + 
11 
I W, t; 6 t>l I qX& T; p)l ds, dr. (2.56) 
0 as 
The second term on the right in (2.56) goes to zero uniformly inx as 
r + 0, the reason being that it is dominated by
K 5 :(t $2 Cr aB Ix _;,n-*,I dS, 1 dr*
By choosing ,u2 > 4 we note that he singularities are integrable andso we are 
set. 
Consider next he first term on the right in (2.56). This is dominated by
K I 
1 
; (t-5)“’ Ix - ;ln2YI I q%, T; w) - d(t, 5; PII ds, dr. 
Choose larger than l/2 - 1/2p but close. Note that for this choice 
where ,u,, according tothe note in the middle of the proof of Theorem 2.5 
can be chosen smaller than l/2 + 1/2p. Since pu, can be chosen so that 
p, +p2 < 1 our result follows. Q.E.D. 
Next we indicate v ry briefly the argument for the WrVp case. Recall the 
well-known result 
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LEMMA 2.9. Consider the equation 
&4 
-=s & (aij~x~~)~ 
at 
f3U 
’ 8B 
= 0, 8B smooth, aij( . ) E C’(B), 
u(x, 0) = v/(x) E W’,P(B). 
Then lu( . , t; w) - ~~~~~~~~~ + 0 as t --+ 0. 
For the proof of statements of this type we refer the reader to [ 15,261. 
Next decompose u, the solution f(2.7), (2.8), into uL and u, representing 
respectively the homogeneous and nonlinear contributions of the equation. In 
view of the above lemma we need to show that u,+ 0 in WrVp(B). For this 
the arguments are very close to those in Lemma 2.8 and thus are omitted. 
We remark that again the choice of p3, pu, is as before. We may summarize 
the above results into 
THEOREM 2.10. Let S(t)w sdef u( . , t; w), where u(x, t; w) stands for the 
solution f(2.1), (2.2), (2.3). 
Provided that he hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied an assuming 
that aij(x) E C’(B) and B E C’+’ with A> max( l/p, 1- l/p} we have that 
lpol S(t)ly = in L(B). + 
The same statement is rue with Lp(B) replaced byW’,!‘(B) provided that L, 
the parabolic operator, is in divergence form. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Equations (2.1)-(2.3) generate a nonlinear semigroup 
(dynamical system) on Lp(B) under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.10. If L is 
in divergence form then the above equation generates a nonlinear semigroup 
on W’,p(B) as well. 
Smoothness ofthe map IJI -+S( 1)~. _ Consider the problem 
Lu =f (x, u>, (2.57) 
aupv = g(x, u), (2.58) 
u(x, 0) = v(x) (2.59) 
L defined in (2.4). Let u( - , t; v) denote the solution. We will discuss the 
smoothness ofthe map 
v-4.5 l;yl) 
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as a map from LP(B) into LP(B). Itfollows from the semigroup property that 
it is enough to establish thesmoothness of the map w - u( . , t, w) for t
small. For that he implicit function theorem will be the major tool. Besides 
the fact hat some care has to be exercised in choosing the spaces, the 
argument isstraightforward and it will be only sketched. 
Recall the implicit representation of he solution 
where 
(2.62) 
Define the map 
where 
4(x, f; 9, w) = =3x, t) + 2 f 1’ I M,(x, t; {, r) F$(t;, r)dS, dt, 
u=l 0 aB 
Ft =B g (x, 1;P, 0) q(t) dtI 
- II : 8B arfCr, w(t, 5)) dt dr - g(x, w(x, CO)), a’ 
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and define the space 
where 
BY= (p:Bx R+R/sup [t”]~(. ,t)lLP] < +a~}, 
(O.vl 
(see Theorem 2.2), and y to be specified. We define the norm 
Clearly BY equipped with this norm is a Banach space. The choice o > p3 
guarantees that he solution u(x, t; w) is in the space. The objective is to 
show that he map 
T: BY x LP(B) + BY 
defined in(2.71) satisfies the condition ofthe implicit function theorem, that 
is, 
and 
T(u, vl) = 0, D, T(u, W) isomorphism, 
(w, W) -, D, T(w, W) 
(w W> + D, T(w W) continuous near (24, w). 
Using the estimates provided byTheorem 2.5 and the easily checked fact 
constant 
*U+U-l cut 1) 
one can verify that T is well defined and satisfies the above conditions. The 
implicit function theorem implies that he map u = u(v) (T(u(y/), u  = 0) is 
C’ from L”(B) to BY. In particular the map w - ( . , y, w) is C’ 
(Lp(B) + L”(B)); hence, by the semigroup property, w - u( . ,l, w) is C’. 
In the argument one needs to restrict y appropriately so that acertain map 
becomes acontraction. Summarizing : 
THEOREM 2.12. Assume that fr(x, z), g,(x, z)are Lipschitz continuous in 
the second variable uniformly with respect tothe first, and f, g otherwise 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. Then the map ye + u( . , 1, ty) from 
Lp(B) into Lp(B) is C’. 
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Introduction 
In this ection we will consider thequation 
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(3.1) 
au 
~=&4) on aB x (0, ao) 8B is C1+A, A > max( l/p, 1 - l/p}, 
(3.2) 
U(& 0) = v(x) on B. (3.3) 
We restrict ourselves on L,(B). Itis assumed that Uij(X) are in C’(g) and the 
matrix (a,) is uniformly positive definite on B. Equation (3.1) isa special 
case of (2.1). The qualitative behavior for equations i  divergence form is 
gradient-like. C early the type of results we will state donot hold for the 
general case (2.1) since periodic behavior may as well occur. Our results in 
this ection can be stated, loosely, as follows: We prove that given 
v E L’(B) as initial condition n (3.3) the corresponding solution te ds to 
an equilibrium and oreover, in the case in which the quilibria a e generic, 
the stable ones attract essentially the whole space (L,(B)). In the case of 
partial differential equ tions, Henry [ 151 was the first toconsider the 
thickness (Baire category) of the regions ofattraction associated to generic 
equilibria. In [6] he gives a result ofthis type for the case of the Dirichlet 
problem. His essential arguments carry over in our case without serious 
changes. 
3-I. Limit Sets of Trajectories 
Before we proceed we need to define the concept of the Liapunov 
functional [ 171. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let {S(t), t > 0) be a nonlinear semigroup on aBanach 
space X (see Definition 2.1). A Liapunov functional is  continuous real- 
valued function V on X such that V(S(t)x) isnonincreasing for all xE X. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that f, g are continuous, and Lipschitz continuous 
in the second argument uniformly with respect tothe first (See also 
hypothesis (H,)). Then the functional defined by 
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qx, E(x)) dx 
+ I G(s, g(s)> ds, (3.4) 8B 
where 
F(x, z) = 
I 
’ j-(x, z)dz, G(s, z) = I2 g(s, Z) dZ, (3.5) 
0 0 
is a Liapunov functional for(3.1) on W’,*(B). 
Proof: The first thing to be checked is continuity. Let J,(g) = 
lB F(-? f(X)> dx. By our assumption f, F(x, z) grows at most 
quadratically. Then by a well-known theorem of Vainberg [22, 301, the 
Nemytski operator f(g)(x) = F(x, g(x)) is bounded and continuous from 
L*(B) into L’(B) and so J, is continuous. Let J,(g) = lae G(x, g(s)) ds. 
Using the continuity of the trace operator T:W’*‘(B)-+L*(B) and 
Vainberg’s theorem in connection t  our assumption (ong) we obtain the 
continuity of J,, and so of V. 
Next, we check that V is decreasing along solutions f (3.1k(3.3). 
Let u(x, t) be a solution. Then 
au(x, t)au(x, t)dx 
aij(x> ax.------- 
, C3Xj 
= T7 
I aijCx) 
a+, t> au@, t>dx 
i,zl B 3Xi axj 
- s u;(x, t) dx - I u,(x, t)f(x, u(x, t)) dx. (3.6) B B 
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Consider the 
By the divergence theorem this equals 
where (g’(s),..., N”(s)) isthe outward normal at the point S on aB. Using the 
definition of the inward conormal weeasily obtain that he term in (3.7) 
equals 
I 
ws, t) - a, t) a” ___ ds = - u,(s, t)g(s, u(s, t)) ds. 
B I a.9 
Finally, using (3.8) itis clear that4 
dV 
dt=-., r 
u;(x, (t) dx = - 
.I 
t&x, t) dx. 
B 
(3.8) 
Q.E.D. 
The Liapunov function given in (3.4) isthe variational functional associated 
to the lliptic problem 
on B, 
on aB. 
c*> 
Let E be the set of classical solutions f (*). Now we can state 
THEOREM 3.2. Under hypothesis (H,) and those in Lemma 3.1, Eq. 
(3.1 t(3.2) generates global dynamical systems (nonlinear semigroups) on 
L2(B), W’*2(B). Moreover, orbits of solutions (which are classical by 
Theorem 2.7) are relatively compact in the W’*‘(B) sense in both settings 
and the w-limit set for any initial condition w(. ) EL’(B) is a connected 
compact subset of the maximal (positive andnegative) invariant set of E. 
’ The differentiation wi h respect to Icarried above is valid in the sense of distributions and 
this is suffkient. 
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Remarks. (1) Solutions with initial data in L’(B) have relatively 
compact orbits in W’~*(B) after any 6 > 0, that is, the set 0, = 
{S(t)yllt > 6 > 0}, for any 6, is relatively compact in W’,*(B). 
(2) The set E generically is discrete. Moreprecisely, following [6]we 
can invoke a theorem of Smale [5] that is applicable in our case and 
conclude that for almost allf, g in the sense of Baire category, theset E will 
be finite. Consequently forany initial condition w E L2(B) for most of the 
equations in the above form (both f and g must be free to vary) the 
corresponding orbit tends to an equilibrium in the W1,2(B) sense. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Equation (3.1), (3.2) is a special case of (2.1), 
(2.2) studied in the previous section. By Lemma 2.1 and Corollaries 2.6,2.7, 
2.11, (3.1, (3.2) generates global dynamical systems inL*(B) and Wlv2(B) 
with orbits relatively compact in the W1*2(B) sense. ByLemma 3.1 
+ I G(s, f(s)> ds (S E w3*(B)) 8B 
is a Liapunov functional. The argument is finished by applying the 
Invariance Principle [ 13, 171. Q.E.D. 
3.-II. Density ofRegions ofAttraction 
The following definition is needed. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given afunction 4 E W’,‘(B) let A(#), the associated 
region fattraction, be theset 
A@) ‘%? {w E L2(B)/ lim I-tm 
u( . , t; v) = #}, 
where the limit is meant in the W’**(B) sense and where the u( . , t; w) 
denotes the solution of (3.1), (3.2), (3.3). Aswas noted above, generically, 
the set E, consisting of the equilibria of (3.1), (3.2) isfinite. Moreover, the 
equilibria may be assumed generic aswell, inthe sense that hey have no 
center manifolds. The apparatus of invariant manifolds canbe used freely 
since the t= 1 map w+ S(l)r,u, as was proved in 2-IV, is C’. We are ready 
to state he major esult ofthis ection. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Assume that f, g are generic with f,(x, z), g,(x, z)
Lipschitz continuous uniformly with respect to he first variable andwith the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 satisfied. L t #i,..., $“, be the L’(B)-stable 
equilibria. Then Uy=, A(&) is an open dense set in L’(B). 
ProoJ It is clear that A(&) in an open set in L’(B). This is an immediate 
consequence ofthe definition of stability, of the finiteness of E, and of the 
fact hat every solution tends to an equilibrium. The next observation s that 
by Theorem 3.2, 
u 44)=L2W 
equilibria 
and moreover the union is disjoint. 
Let $ be an unstable equilibrium. Consider the set 
where p is a small positive number chosen so that the stable-unstable 
manifolds make sense in B($; p), the L2-ball ofcenter $ and radius p. Clearly 
A(& =U ,,,>i A,(f). Assume for the moment that A,($) contains oopen 
set. Since ach Am($) is closed then A@) will be a set of the first category 
which, in particular, c nnot contain an open set, since we are in a complete 
metric space. Hence, the theorem will be established provided that we can 
show that A,(g)) contains oopen sets. 
Here the notion of the adjoint equation will play a central role. Consider 
the equation 
au 
at’ 
on B X (0, T), 
al4 
z = #4x, t>u on 23 x (0, T), 
O<t<r, w 
au* + 2 a..= -l(,y,t)u*, 
-=- i,*l axi ‘J ax, at ( ) 
au* 
- = ,a(x, t)u*. 
8V 
(E*> 
Let u(t), u*(t) be two corresponding solutions and let ( , ) denote the 
L2(B) inner product. Then 
d/dt(u(t), u*(t)) = 0. (3.9) 
505/39/3-3 
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w, u”(Q) = (as), u*(s)). (3.10) 
Since U(S) = T(x, t) u(t), U*(S) = T*(s, t)u*(t), where T, r” are the volution 
operators corresponding to (E) and (E*) we obtain from (3.10) that 
T*(s, t)= [I-@, t)]“, 
where by IT]* we mean the adjoint ofT. (This makes perfect sense since 
T(s, t) is a bounded linear operator on L’(B) for fixed s, t.) 
Now we are ready to continue the proof of the theorem. Recall that our 
objective s toestablish that A,($) contains no open set. We will proceed by
contradiction, So assume that 
A,(#) contains a ball 
Choosing r0 sufficiently sma lwe conclude that u( . , r; U, +ph) is in the 
stable manifold of $. Let T(r, 0) =def (a/+) Ipzo u( . ,7; u1 +ph). 
Geometrically, the range of T(r, 0) can be visualized as the tangent space of 
the stable manifold atu( . , r; u,). By appealing to the nontriviality of the
unstable manifold weconclude that his cannot be dense in L*(B). Observe 
that T(t, s) is the volution operator associated to the variational equation 
aw n, a aw af 
-= ,l, axi aijq -& cxT ‘Jwy at ( 1 
g = g (x, u)w. 
Nondensity of the range of T(r, 0) implies that he existence of n, # 0 in 
L’(B) with the property that 
(T(r, O)k n,,) = 0 (3.11) 
for all hE L*(B). 
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Let n( . ) be the solution of the adjoint equation 
n a n,=- \‘ - an 
i,;, axi a,% ( 1 
- %(x9 u)n, 
an &(x3 u> 
aV' az " o,<t<z, 
with n(s) = n,. Then (n(O), h) = (n(T), T(r, 0)h) = 0 by (3.11). Since this 
equality holds for every hit follows that n(0) = 0. By backward uniqueness 
[ 191, n, = n(t) = 0, contradicting the choice ofn,. Q.E.D. 
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